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Abstract

Objectives: Osteoarthritis can have a profound effect on
patients’ quality of life. The Burden of Disease and Man-
agement of Osteoarthritis and Chronic Low Back Pain:
Health Care Utilization and Sick Leave in Sweden, Nor-
way, Finland and Denmark (BISCUITS) study aimed to
describe the impact of osteoarthritis on quality of life and
determine the association with factors such as pain
severity and pharmacological treatment.
Methods: An observational study was performed with a
cross-sectional design including patients with a
confirmed osteoarthritis diagnosis enrolled in the Na-
tional Quality Register for Better management of patients
with Osteoarthritis (BOA) between 2016 and 2017 in
Sweden. Patient-reported information from BOA was
linked to administrative data from three national health
registers. The impact of osteoarthritis on quality of life

was estimated using the EQ-5D-5L and the first developed
experienced-based time-trade-off value set for Sweden
to calculate the EQ-5D-5L index scores. EQ-5D-3L index
scores were also estimated based on a UK hypothetical
value set via a crosswalk method. Ordinary least squares
regression models were used to analyse the association
between quality of life and potential influencing factors.
Results: For the 34,254 patients evaluated, mean
EQ-5D-5L index score was 0.792 (SD 0.126). Stratifications
showed that the index score varied across different levels
of pain severity. Increased pain severity and use of pain-
relieving medications remained significantly associated
with a lower quality of life index score when controlled for
potential confounders. The mean EQ-5D-3L index score was
0.605 (SD 0.192).
Conclusions: This large population-based study from
Sweden highlights the substantial impact of osteoarthritis
on quality of life amongst different patient groups and that
currently available treatment options for osteoarthritis
pain do not appropriately address the needs for many
osteoarthritis patients.

Keywords: cohort study; EQ-5D-5L; observational data;
osteoarthritis; pain severity; real-world data.

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic disease characterized by
the deterioration of cartilage and joint inflammation
impacting mobility and leading to chronic pain [1]. OA is
a major public health problem affecting more than 300
million people worldwide, and it is estimated that one in
10 people over the age of 60 have health issues due to OA
[2, 3]. The global prevalence of OA has increased by 30%
during the last 10 years and it is described as the fastest
growing disability given the aging population and
increased rates of obesity [3, 4].

There is considerable evidence from the literature on the
negative impact of OA on quality of life (QoL) for affected
patients, indicating that this is a major contributor to the
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overall disease burden [5–7]. Prior research of population-
based QoL studies has concluded that the effect OA have
on QoL is one of the largest compared with other chronic
conditions [8–10]. Predictive factors for lower QoL in OA
patients include pain severity, with a strong link to the
disabling effects of OA and decreased QoL [11, 12], and
prescribed medication [13, 14]. However, there may be
several important mediators such as pain severity and the
number of pain locations which affect the association.

Management of OA aims to reduce pain and to
improve function. Current treatment guidelines recommend
a multimodal pain management approach including non-
pharmacologic and pharmacologic therapies [15–17].
Non-pharmacological management includes life-styles al-
terations and physical exercise while short-term pharma-
cologic pain treatment consists of paracetamol and
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) [16, 18].
Opioids have traditionally been considered an option for OA
pain and are still prescribed to patients [19], although their
use over longer periods is questioned and no longer rec-
ommended by certain guidelines [16, 20]. While joint
replacement surgery is considered the end stage option for
managing severe OA, it has been shown that one in five
patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty continue to
have persistent chronic pain. Furthermore, four in five of
those who underwent revision surgery continued to have
pain at an even higher level [21].

The impact of OA on QoL can have far reaching and
complex effects on people’s lives [11, 22] and assessing
predictors of QoL is important for understanding the effect
of disease progression and pharmacological treatment in
OA patients [7]. Furthermore, disease management can be
better targeted with knowledge of the differential burden
amongst OA subpopulations. The BISCUITS (Burden of
Disease and Management of Chronic Low Back Pain and
Osteoarthritis) study is a cross-sectional case-control
cohort study of real-world observational data which aims
to describe the multi-dimensional burden of OA and
describe its many contributing factors. The aim of the
present study was to describe the impact of OA on QoL and
its association with potential predictive factors such as
pain severity and pharmacological treatment, using
Swedish national health registry data.

Methods

Study population

This study consisted of an observational cross-sectional cohort study
of adult (≥18 years) OA patients based on their first registration

(“index date”) in a self-management program in Sweden from
January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2017. The study was a part of The
Burden of Disease and Management of Osteoarthritis and Chronic
Low Back Pain: Healthcare Utilization and Sick Leave in Sweden,
Norway, Finland and Denmark (BISCUITS), an observational cohort
study linking longitudinal healthcare and socioeconomic registers in
the Nordics, which has been described in detail elsewhere [submit-
ted/if accepted: reference to “sjpain-2021-0212”]. Individuals with a
primary diagnosis of malignant cancer (ICD10: C00-C43; C45-C97)
during the three years before index date were excluded from the
study, focusing on non-malignant pain in accordance with other
analyses within the BISCUITS study.

Data sources and study measures

This study used data from the National Quality Register for Better
Management of Patients with Osteoarthritis (BOA) [23], with data on
over 139,000 patients who have been referred to a nationwide self-
management program after confirmed OA diagnosis. The register has
been described in detail elsewhere [23]. Information from the BOA
register include QoL (measured as EQ-5D-5L and EQ-5D-3L via
crosswalk method), perceived pain variables and demographic var-
iables (age, sex, body mass index [BMI], smoking, weekly physical
activity). For further details, see appendixS1, online supplement.
Since pain is strongly associated with OA outcomes, including QoL,
results were stratified by self-reported pain severity using Numeric
Rating Scale.

Additional data was retrieved from three national registers and
linked together by the Swedish National Board of Health andWelfare
using unique personal identifiers [24–27]. Information on hospitali-
zations and outpatient physician specialist visits was collected from
the National Patient Register and the Swedish Prescribed Drug
Register provided data on pain relief medication (Table 1) filled at
pharmacies for the complete observable period for each patient.
Opioid use was estimated as dispensed oral morphine equivalents
(OMEQ) (see appendixS2, online supplement). These national reg-
isters are mandatory to report to with a high degree of coverage [24,
25]. Socioeconomic variables were provided by Statistics Sweden’s
Longitudinal integrated database for health insurance and labour
market studies.

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were presented with means and standard de-
viations (SDs), and categorical variables were shown as frequencies
with percentages. To analyse the association between QoL and po-
tential influencing factors, a cross-sectional ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression model with robust standard errors was used. An OLS
model was chosen as it is recommended as a simple and valid
approach and may be less biased than alternative models [28]. The
dependent variable was EQ-5D-5L and the independent variable of
interest was the continuous pain intensity score. There were four OLS
models that included different sets of covariates. Model 1 was unad-
justed, with pain intensity as the only independent variable. In the
other models 2–4, potential confounding factors (demographics, drug
utilization and other pain severity measures) were added sequentially
to evaluate whether these covariates had an impact on the effect of
pain intensity on EQ-5D-5L. All tests were two-tailed and an alpha
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value of 0.05 was employed as the cut-off for statistical significance.
All data management and statistical analyses were performed using
RStudio v1.3 (RStudio Team, PBC, Boston, MA) and Stata version 16
(StataCorp, College Station, US).

Results

Characteristics

In total, 34,254 patients with OA during 2016 and 2017 were
included in the study (Table 2). Most patients hadmoderate
(40.0%) or severe (40.0%) pain relative to no/mild pain
(20.0%). Themean age at time of registration in BOAwas 67
years and 68% of the patients were female. Of those below
65 years of age (43% of total study sample), 80% were
employed and the mean disposable income was 28,096
euro per year. Overall, 17% of the patient were educated
beyond secondary school level. These socioeconomic var-
iables decreased with increasing pain severity.

The Elixhauser comorbidity index was 0.48 overall,
and varied with pain severity, from 0.36 (SD 0.83) in no/
mild pain patients to 0.54 (SD 1.05) in severe pain

patients. In terms of depressive episodes and anxiety
disorders, 3% of both no/mild andmoderate pain groups
were affected, compared to 5% of those reporting severe
pain. An overall mean BMI of 28 was relatively stable
across pain groups, but current smoking rates in the
severe pain group were double (11%) compared to no/
mild pain (6%). More patients with severe pain (27%)
reported zero minutes of physical activity per week
compared to patients with no/mild (22%) and moderate
pain (24%).

Overall, 84% of the study sample reported lasting pain
(defined as daily and always), which was most common
among those in the severe pain group (95% compared to
57% with no/mild pain). A similar pattern of increased
percentage across the pain severity groups was found for
having more than one joint affected (no/mild: 52% – se-
vere: 68%), overall pain intensity (2.36–7.64), and walking
difficulty due to pain (55–92%). Across all three pain
severity groups, the joint with most pain in our population
was the knee (62–68%).

Within the study population, 19% had used opioids
within the year prior to index date. Of these, 3.7% were
classified as persistent or persistent high opioid users,
having dispensed ≥4,500 OMEQ of opioids in the year
before index date. Of the non-persistent opioid users
(<4,500 OMEQ of opioids in the pre-index year), 11% re-
ported no/mild pain, 36% moderate and 52% severe pain.
This skewed distribution was also seen for persistent
opioid users as 66% reported severe pain and 8% no/mild
pain. Of the included patients, 1% had filled at least two
NSAID prescriptions in the first quarter prior to the index
date and were defined as long-term NSAID users. A higher
share of patients with severe pain (2.3%) were long-term
NSAID users compared to patients with no/mild pain
(0.5%).

Quality of life (QoL)

Across this study sample of patients with OA, the mean
EQ-5D-5L index score was 0.792 (SD 0.126) (Figure 1 and
Table 3). The impact of pain severity on QoL was demon-
strated by a drop in mean EQ-5D-5L index score of 0.170
between patients who reported no/mild vs. severe pain. The
mean EQ-5D-3L index score, created via a crosswalk
method, was 0.605 (SD 0.192).

The impact of pain severity on each of the five sub-
dimensions of EQ-5D-5L is shown in Figure 2. Almost all OA
patients reported problems in the subdimension pain/
discomfort and more patients with higher levels of pain
severity reported problems as well as worse intensity of

Table : Pain relief medication – ATC-codes and definitions.

Medication ATC-code Definitions

Opioids NA Non-persistent opioid
users: <, OMEQ
Persistent opioid
use: ≥, OMEQ
Persistent high opioid
use: ≥, OMEQ
Measured  year pre-index

Other analgesics and
antipyretics

NB Active treatment: Supply of
filled prescription lasting
over the index date

Nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs)

MA Long-term NSAIDs user: ≥
NSAIDs prescriptions
measured  months pre-in-
dex
Active treatment: Supply of
filled prescription lasting
over the index date

Topical products for
joint and muscular pain

MA Active treatment: Supply of
filled prescription lasting
over the index dateTricyclic

antidepressants
NAA

Serotonin-norepineph-
rine reuptake inhibitors

NAX

Gabapentin and pre-
gabalin (anti-epileptics)

NAX,
NAX

ATC, anatomical therapeutic chemical; OMEQ, oral morphine
equivalents; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
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Table : Study population characteristics for all and by pain severity category.

All No/Mild pain Moderate pain Severe pain

No/mean %/SD No/mean %/SD No/mean %/SD No/mean %/SD

Number of individuals , % , % , % , %
Age . . . . . . . .
Sex
Females , .% , .% , .% , .%
Males , .% , .% , .% , .%

BMI . . . . . . . .
Smoking
Never smoked , .% , .% , .% , .%
Stopped smoke before index , .% , .% , .% , .%
Smoke regularly , .%  .%  .% , .%

Comorbidity profile
Elixhauser comorbidity index . . . . . . . .
Depressive episodes , .%  .%  .%  .%
Anxiety disorders , .%  .%  .%  .%

Medication profile
Non-persistent opioid users , .%  .% , .% , .%
Persistent opioid usersa  .%  .%  .%  .%
Persistent high opioid usersa  .%  .%  .%  .%
Long-term NSAIDs usersb  .%  .%  .%  .%

Self-reported painc

Recurrent pain , .% , .% , .%  .%
Lasting pain , .% , .% , .% , .%

Pain intensity (continuous –) . . . . . . . .
Number of pain locations
 , .% , .% , .% , .%
– , .% , .% , .% , .%
+ , .%  .%  .% , .%

Joint with most pain
Hip , .% , .% , .% , .%
Knee , .% , .% , .% , .%
Hand , .%  .%  .%  .%

Walking difficulty due to pain
No , .% , .% , .% , .%
Yes , .% , .% , .% , .%

Physical activity per week
 min , .% , .% , .% , .%
– min , .% , .% , .% , .%
– min , .% , .% , .% , .%
> min , .% , .% , .% , .%

Highest attained level of education
<upper secondary school , .% , .% , .% , .%
Upper secondary school , .% , .% , .% , .%
>upper secondary school , .% , .% , .% , .%
First stage tertiary education (bachelor) , .%  .% , .% , .%
First stage tertiary education (master) , .%  .%  .%  .%
Second stage tertiary education (PhD)  .%  .%  .%  .%

Working age population (– years) , .% , .% , .% , .%
Employment (in working age population)
Not employed , .%  .% , .% , .%
Employed , .% , .% , .% , .%

Disposable income (in working age population) , , , , , , , ,

aPersistent opioid use – defined as annual OMEQ pre-index: ,–,. Persistent high opioid use – defined as annual OMEQ pre-index:
>,. bLong-term NSAID use – defined as ≥ NSAIDs prescriptions within three months post-index. cSelf-reported pain: Either stated as
Recurrent or as Lasting pain(defined as “daily and always”). OMEQ, oral morphine equivalents measured within one-year post-index, see
appendixS in the online supplement; SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
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Figure 1: Boxplot figure of EQ-5D-5L (mean, distribution) for all and by pain severity.

Table : EQ-D index scores, for all and by pain severity.

Mean Standard deviation Minimum st quartile th quartile Maximum

EQ-D-L index score – Experienced-based value set
All . . . . . .
No/Mild pain . . . . . .
Moderate pain . . . . . .
Severe pain . . . . . .

EQ-D-L index score – Hypothetical value set

All . . −. . . .
No/Mild pain . . −. . . .
Moderate pain . . −. . . .
Severe pain . . −. . . .

Figure 2: Percentage of people reporting subdimensions of EQ-5D-5L by pain severity.
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problems, a pattern that could be seen in all subdimensions.
For example, 12% of patients with no/mild pain had mod-
erate or worse problems performing usual activities while
the corresponding proportion within the group of severe
pain patients was 56%.

Predictors of EQ-5D-5L

The results from the OLS regressions are presented in Ta-
ble 4, displaying the associations between the included
covariates and the EQ-5D-5L index score for the four
models. The regression coefficient for pain severity was
robust across the models, even with an increasing number
of covariates. The adjusted R2 estimates increased as
covariates were added to model, from 0.32 to 0.42 for the
main model. When all factors were considered (model 4),
the five main categorical factors that were associated with
worsening QoL as shown by the EQ-5D-5L index scores
were, in order of largest to smallest coefficient size: having
walking difficulty due to pain, dispensed over 8100 OMEQ,
dispensed between 4,500 and 8,100 OMEQ, having five or
more pain locations and having an active treatment with
serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs)
(p<0.05 for all). Of the four non-categorical covariates in
the model, pain intensity had a large impact on the index
score. One unit increase in the pain intensity scale being
associated with a 0.025 decrease of the EQ-5D-5L index
score. Having an additional disease category in the Elix-
hauser comorbidity index implied on average a 0.004
decrease of the EQ-5D-5L index score, while each addi-
tional year in age increased the score with 0.001.

Discussion

This observational cross-sectional study of 34,254 patients
with OA estimated the impact of the multidimensional
aspects of the disease on QoL using the EQ-5D-5L. To our
knowledge, this is one of the largest studies to date with
EQ-5D-5L measures for OA patients.

A regional Swedish registry data study utilizing both
primary and secondary care data found that one in four
adults over 45 years old had physician-diagnosed OA [29].
Given the implications of this for the sheer number of
affected patients, it is important to acknowledge the be-
tween patient variation and identify groups with OA that
are disproportionally affected. Apart from presenting
stratified QoL measures by pain severity, we reviewed
the predictive ability of several pain characteristics and

pharmacological treatment on QoL. It is known that the
use of prescription medication rises when the severity of
pain increases [30] and most patients classified as opioid-
or long-term NSAID users in this study reported severe
pain.

An association between prescribed medication and
lower QoL for OA patients has been found in two recent
studies [13, 14]. However, themethodology of those studies
did not allow the results to be controlled for certain
important possible mediators such as pain severity and the
number of pain locations. In our study we were able to
adjust for these covariates in an OLS model and active
treatment with pain-relieving medications remained pre-
dictive of a lower EQ-5D-5L index score. However, the
method of the study does not allow causality to be attrib-
uted to the results. Covariates capturing aspects of non-
pharmacological treatment such as physical activity and
lower BMI were on the contrary predictive of a higher QoL.

This study employs the first experience-based time-
trade-off (TTO) value set available to calculate the
EQ-5D-5L index score, meaning that patients with direct
experience of the condition have valued their own
health. This implies that the estimates used in the value
set become more patient-centric rather than utilizing a
societal view. As the study uses this more recent version
of the EQ-5D questionnaire in conjunction with a newly
developed value set to calculate the index score, there are
currently no comparable EQ-5D-5L estimates in the
literature to contrast our findings with. We therefore also
generated EQ-5D-3L index scores via a crosswalk method
[31] to allow for comparisons with estimates for the gen-
eral population using the same UK hypothetical-based
TTO value set [32]. Themean EQ-5D-3L index score of 0.61
is lower than the general Swedish population norm of
0.80 for ages 60–69 years (0.84 for all ages) [33]. Previous
studies aiming to assess the predictive power of EQ-5D-3L
for work ability have suggested a cut-off of 0.6 as for
having sufficient capacity to be able to work [34, 35]. The
study population mean is just above this cut-off, while
patients with severe pain are well below, with a mean
EQ-5D-3L of 0.49.

The observed inverse associations between pain
severity and QoL seen in our study are consistent with
previous results from several countries [6, 13, 14, 36–40].
Patients withmoderate and severe pain weremore likely to
report walking difficulty and problems in the functional
subdimensions of the EQ-5D (self-care, daily activities, and
mobility) compared to patients with no/mild pain. These
findings indicate that pain is a major contributing factor to
the functional limitations associated with OA, as previ-
ously seen in other studies [14, 38].
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A systematic review of patients’ experience of living
with OA found that pain severity and its impact on func-
tional capability were two key factors in the attitude the
patient had towards the condition. Other studies exploring
personal living experiences with OA, and how it affects
the person’s life at many levels, have found a desire of
patients with OA to remain active and independent [41–43]

denoting the importance of retaining the functional capa-
bility of OA patients.

Demographic characteristics of the OApatients varied
with pain severity classification. Generally, in compari-
son to patients with no/mild pain, patients with severe
pain had lower socioeconomic status in terms of higher
unemployment rate, lower income, and lower level of

Table : OLS models comparing impact of factors on EQ-D-L index score.

OLS models Outcome: EQ-D-L index score

Model  Model  Model  Model 

CE SE CE SE CE SE CE SE

Constant . . . . . . . .
Pain intensity (continuous) −. . −. . −. . −. .
Age (continuous) . . . . . .
Male (ref: female) −. . −. . −. .
Employment status (ref: employed)
– Not employed −. . −. . −. .
– Disability pension −. . −. . −. .
– Retired (> years of age) .a

. .a
. .a

.
Highest attained level of education (ref: <Upper secondary education)
– Upper secondary education . . . . . .
– >Upper secondary education . . . . . .

Elixhauser comorbidity index (continuous) −. . −. . −. .
BMI (continuous) −. . −. . −. .
Weekly physical activity (ref: nothing)
– Between  and  min . . . . . .
– Between  and  min . . . . . .
– More than  min . . . . . .

Smoking (ref: never smoked)
– Stopped before index −.a

. .a
. .a

.
– Smoke regularly −. . −. . −. .

Number of pain locations (ref: one)
– Two to four pain locations −. . −. .
– Five or more pain locations −. . −. .

Joint with most pain (ref: hip)
– Most pain in knee . . . .
– Most pain in hand .a

. .a
.

Walking difficulty due to pain (ref: no) −. . −. .
Active treatment with NSAIDs (ref: no) −. .
Active treatment with other analgesics (ref: no) −. .
Active treatment with TCA (ref: no) −.a

.
Active treatment with topical products (ref: no) −. .
Active treatment with SNRI (ref: no) −. .
Active treatment with anti-epileptics (ref: no) −. .
Opioid use (ref: no opioid use)
– Non-persistent opioid use −. .
– Persistent opioid use −. .
– Persistent high opioid use −. .
Adjusted R

. . . .

aNon-significant at p-value ≥.. All other p-values <.. Non-persistent opioid use– defined as annual OMEQpre-index: –,. Persistent
high opioid use – defined as annual OMEQ pre-index: >,. Persistent opioid use – defined as annual OMEQ pre-index: ,–,. Active
treatment – defined as prescription covering index date. OLS, ordinary least squares; CE, coefficient; SE, standard error; BMI, bodymass index;
OMEQ, oral morphine equivalents; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; TCAs, tricyclic antidepressants; SNRIs, serotonin-
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors; anti-epileptics, Gabapentin and Pregabalin. For ATC-codes, see Table .
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education. These descriptive results also showed that
patients with severe pain had higher BMI and lower
physical activity. These lifestyle factors and common so-
cial determinants of health have been found to have a
negative impact on the QoL of OA patients [7, 36].
Furthermore, OA patients have been shown to have more
comorbidities [44]. This is important from a treatment
perspective as comorbidities may present contraindica-
tions to pharmacological treatment. This study shows that
patients with higher pain severity have more comorbid-
ities but also that OA patients with more comorbidities
have a lower QoL.

Strengths/limitations

The major strength of this study is the large study popu-
lation with a rich data set linking various data sources with
information on patients treated in a real-world setting. This
study utilizes a combination of survey-based data for
patient-reported outcomes on pain and QoL, and admin-
istrative data which are known to have a high degree of
completeness since reporting on health care visits and
prescriptions used in this study is mandatory in Sweden.

However, there are some limitations that should be
addressed. Patients in the BOA register are not necessarily
representative of all Swedish OA patients. All BOA register
patients are a part of self-management program after
confirmed OA diagnosis and this group may be different to
the OA patients not included in the self-management pro-
gram. For instance, patients in the BOA register had ach-
ieved a higher level of education compared to the general
population [45], despite a known association between OA
and lower educational level [46, 47]. Furthermore, as the
study only captured prescribed medication, exclusion of
over-the-counter drugs may have led to an underestima-
tion of NSAID usage in our results. Also, information on
what condition the medications were prescribed for was
not available. Lastly, this was a cross-sectional study and
as such, the correlational nature of this research makes it
unable to attribute any causality to the results.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this large population-based study on
Swedish national health registry data describes the hu-
manistic burden of OA in terms of its impact on QoL. The
QoL of OA patients decreased considerably with increased
pain severity. When controlling for potential confounders,
pain severity and current pharmacological treatment with

NSAIDs and opioids remained as independent explanatory
factors for lower QoL in OA patients.
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